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Topical issues

Learner Resource 10 Style guide

Below are extracts of writing on language that have been professionally produced. Annotate each one 
to identify the linguistic features that contribute to the style of each piece.

A
Management speak top-ten

Among the most spirit-sapping indignities of office life is 
the relentless battering of workers’ ears by the strangled 
vocabulary of management-speak. It might even seem 
to some innocent souls as though all you need to do to 
acquire a high-level job is to learn its stultifying jargon. 
Bureaucratese is a maddeningly viral kind of Unspeak 
engineered to deflect blame, complicate simple ideas, 
obscure problems, and perpetuate power relations. Here 
are some of its most dismaying manifestations.

1 Going forward

Top of many people’s hate list is this now-venerable way 
of saying “from now on” or “in future”. It has the rhetorical 
virtue of wiping clean the slate of the past (perhaps 
because “mistakes were made”), and implying a kind of 
thrustingly strategic progress.

B
What gets lost when English becomes the 
lingua franca of the Internet, and the world?

The Fall of Language in the Age of English, by the Japanese 
novelist and scholar Minae Mizumura, has all the 
ingredients of a rage-read. Indeed, when it was published 
in Japan in 2008, it infuriated commentators, who 
dismissed Mizumura as “reactionary,” “jingoistic,” or “elitist” 
and swarmed across Amazon deleting positive reviews. 
More than 65,000 copies have sold since then – which 
suggests the slender work’s declinist soothsaying 
continues to touch a nerve. The book appears this month 
in English (enemy territory!), where – if we Yanks could be 
trusted to read something first penned in a non-Western 
tongue – it would likely inspire more umbrage, more 
name-calling, more amorphous unease.

C
Why do the English need to speak a foreign language when foreigners all speak English?

My roots read like a World Cup draw. My half-Welsh father was born and spent his boyhood in Argentina and thus speaks 
Spanish almost as naturally as English. My mother’s family are Norwegian.

Given this absurdly multi-lingual background, you might think I’d be distraught at hearing that 380,000 teenagers in England 
did not take a single language at GCSE last year. Department for Education figures show that fewer and fewer of us are learning 
a foreign language, while more and more foreigners are becoming multi-lingual. This, say distraught commentators, will 
condemn us pathetic Little Englanders to a live of dismal isolation while our educated, sophisticated, Euro-competitors chat 
away to foreign customers and steal all our business as a result.

In fact, I think those pupils who don’t learn other languages are making an entirely sensible decision. Learning foreign 
languages is a pleasant form of intellectual self-improvement: a genteel indulgence like learning to embroider or play the 
violin. A bit of French or Spanish comes in handy on holiday if you’re the sort of person who likes to reassure the natives that 
you’re more sophisticated than the rest of the tourist herd. But there’s absolutely no need to learn any one particular language 
unless you’ve got a specific professional use for it. 

http://www.amazon.com/dp/0231163029/?tag=slatmaga-20
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D
Management speak 

Apart from the usual business jargon and gobbledygook 
(plenty of examples of which you will find elsewhere on 
this site), offices up and down the country, and indeed 
across the world, resound with corporate ‘management 
speak’, or ‘marketing speak’. 

Management speak is typically used to make something 
seem more impressive than it actually is.

Last year, a survey revealed that many staff who work 
for big corporate organisations find themselves using 
management speak as a way of disguising the fact that 
they haven’t done their job properly. Some people think 
that it is easy to bluff their way through by using long, 
impressive-sounding words and phrases, even if they don’t 
know what they mean. 

Below is a list of some of our ‘favourite’ examples. ballpark 
figure; be proactive not reactive

E
Is our language in decay?

Is our language sick? You might think so, judging from the 
complaints: “The standard of speech and pronunciation 
in England has declined so much ... that one is almost 
ashamed to let foreigners hear it,” moaned a writer in a 
daily newspaper. “The language the world is crying out to 
learn is diseased in its own country” ranted another.

But why? English is a major world language: is it really 
in need of hospital treatment? A cobweb of old ideas 
ensnares people as they think about language - any 
language, and this must be swept away. Webs, especially 
cobwebs, may entangle. But webs themselves are not 
a tangle. They have a pattern. Nature forces humans to 
weave the language web in a particular way, whatever 
language they speak. We are free only within a preset 
framework. I’ll be looking at some key topics, how 
language changes, how it began, how children learn it, 
and how we remember words.

But first, the cobweb of worries must be removed. This 
envelopes all of language, though especially language 
change. Change is one thing. Decay is another. Is British 
English really changing for the worse, as some people 
argue?


